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Abstract. The paper presents the particularities of the manufacture of nanopowders that can be 

used in industry by conducting a study of the magnetic properties of nanocomposite materials. 

The research was carried out within the INCDIE ICPE-CA in collaboration with the Naval 

Academy in Constanța and with the Polytechnic University of Bucharest. Depending on the 

mechanical, electrical and magnetic characteristics of the nanoparticles, their area of 

application is analyzed. The paper presents methods of chemical synthesis of magnetic 

nanoparticles and their importance due to their homogeneity, size control and particle 

distribution. Many magnetic nanoparticles can be synthesized using precipitation reactions in 

aqueous solutions. The discovery of metal-carbonyl complexes by thermolysis results in 

nanopowders. 
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Introduction 

Magnetic nanoparticles, due to their mechanical, electrical and magnetic characteristics, high strength, 

safety, light weight, durability, reliability, corrosion resistance and low maintenance costs, have been 

the object of the researchers. Their wide scope includes [1,2,3]. 

1. shipbuilding-panels, ceilings, formworks, sanitary ware, decorations, furniture  

2. naval transports: cargo-tanks, water and fuel tanks, containers, boats, hydroplanes, cooling 

installations, containers, structures consolidation, boat body construction, decks, etc 

3.telecommunications-antennas, support elements and housings for radar, enclosures for cables 

4. electrical installations - pallets of capacitors, motor stators, dials for circuits 

5.cables for supporting and anchoring military bridges, as well as for elements of the structure of 

resistance, panels, tie rods for diagonal post-tensioning of marine platforms - polymer composites 

reinforced with fibers 

6. Aeronautical, space and military applications 

 Due to the development of new preparation techniques, magnetic nanoparticles smaller than 10nm 

in size, with narrow size distributions and different compositions can be manufactured by a variety of 

methods. 
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 Magnetic particles with nanometric dimensions have interesting properties that can be attributed 

either to the extrinsic properties of individual particles, such as finite size, or to surface effects and 

coupling between particles. 

 The fundamental understanding of the chemical, electrical, optical and magnetic properties of 

nanomaterials has been particularly important in the last two decades [2,4]. 

 Magnetic nanoparticles represent a specific class of nanomaterials, composed of at least one 

magnetic element. These materials can be used in a variety of forms: in solution as ferrofluids for 

audio speakers, as aggregates of particles in magnetic storage media, as functionalized particles for 

biosensor applications, in the form of compact powders for energy generation or convection, in 

medical applications including targeted (magnetic) delivery of drugs and contrast agents in magnetic 

resonance imaging [4-29]. 

 The study of the magnetic properties of nanomaterials is important for research in the field of 

nanoscience and nanotechnology. 

 Cobalt and iron have an internal energy level that is not completed, so that each metal atom has a 

permanent magnetic moment equal to power with the number of unpaired electrons [30]. 

Methods of chemical synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles  

As with other types of inorganic materials, magnetic nanoparticles are obtained in such a way that they 

have controlled properties (by manipulating the processing parameters).  

 As methods of synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles we have: physical vapor deposition [31], 

mechanical (grinding) [32,33] and chemical synthesis in solution [34-37]. 

 Mechanical nanostructures can be obtained by grinding alloys. The chemical methods of producing 

magnetic nanoparticles are preferred due to their high homogeneity at the molecular level, efficiency 

of production costs, control of particle size and particle size distribution, morphology and 

conglomerate size. Also, the modification of the surface is easy to perform, allowing the 

functionalization of the nanoparticles. Researcher Turkevich established the reproducible procedure 

for the preparation of the metal colloids and proposed the mechanism for the formation of 

nanoclusters, based on nucleation, growth and agglomeration [38,39,40]. Its model has been modified 

following the development of analytical techniques and thermodynamic and kinetic studies. According 

to this model, monodispersing is a consequence of the careful separation of the two stages: the 

nucleation stage and the subsequent growth stage. 

 For the metal particles, nucleation is the result of complex interactions between factors such as 

reaction conditions and the difference between the metal salt reduction potential and the reducing 

agent. The reaction conditions include the addition rate, the removal rate, the reaction temperature, the 

reaction time and even the stirring speed. 

 As a result of van der Waals forces and the tendency of the system to minimize the total surface 

energy, the nanostructured particles agglomerate. This can happen during synthesis (during the drying 

process), during handling and / or post-processing. Surfactants (any substance that influences the 

surface or interfacial tension of the environment in which it is dissolved) are used to prevent particle 

agglomeration to control dispersion during chemical synthesis, by reducing interactions between 

particles (by increasing repulsion forces). Stabilizing agents can also be used to control particle size 

and shape [41-44]. The chemical synthesis techniques used to form magnetic nanoparticles are shown 

in the diagram presented in figure 1[3].  

 Some techniques are used combinatorially or through a series of cross-field reactions. The dashed 

line indicates the demarcation between the syntheses using organic and aqueous solutions. Ground-gel 

and hydrothermal reactions lead to the production of oxide nanoparticles. This is due to the fact that 

the synthesis medium is an aqueous solution, without a source of reduction. 

 Many magnetic nanoparticles can be synthesized using precipitation reactions in aqueous solutions. 

These reactions can generate a wide range of magnetic materials, including ferrites with spinel or 
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perovskite structure, metals and respectively metal alloys. Precipitation allows large quantities of 

particles to be obtained, but their size distribution is large. 

 In order to make the metal nanoparticles, different reactions are used. These reactions must take 

place under mild conditions (low temperatures), avoiding the formation of mixed oxide systems and 

for which a rigorous surface control can be performed. 

 The reduction of transition metal salts is the easiest and most widely used method for the 

preparation of metal nanoparticles. The most commonly used reducing agents are borohydride 

derivatives. This method provides an easy synthesis pathway for Fe, Co and Ni nanoparticles, as well 

as for Fe / Pd alloy, but has the disadvantage of including boron in particles that undergo a 

modification of the magnetic properties. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the chemical synthesis techniques used for the synthesis of magnetic 

nanoparticles, where: PPC: precipitation; H: hydrothermal; HR: reduction with hydride; M: 

microemulsion; T (OM): thermolysis - decomposition of organometallic compounds; T (CO): 

thermolysis - decomposition of carbonyl compounds; UV: photolysis; S: sonolysis; SG: ground – gel; 

P: polyol; EC: electrochemical; ED: electrodeposition; MSP: process made through a multitude of 

syntheses 

 

 The decomposition of metal-carbonyl complexes by thermolysis results in the production of 

nanopowders, nanostructured materials and nanoparticles in solution. The size and shape of which can 

be controlled by the reaction medium. 

 Co2(CO)8 thermolysis of organo - metal compounds in solution, in the presence of 

trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) results in cobalt nanoparticles. Rapid thermolysis at high temperature 

(1810 °C) of the same precursor in the presence of organic molecules containing long alkyl chains and 

capable of serving as surfactants or ligands (oleic acid, phosphoric trioctyl acid or trioctylphosphine 

oxide) allows to obtain spherical monodisperse nanocrystals in the 3-17 nm range. 

 The decomposition of Fe(CO)5 by thermolysis results in obtaining metal nanoparticles whose size 

and shape can be controlled by the reaction medium. This process has recently been extended to the 

preparation of bimetallic and even trimetallic nanoparticles. 

 Metal-olefin compounds, by gentle decomposition in molecular hydrogen, lead to metal 

nanoparticles. 

 The method of microemulsion is to obtain a microemulsion of water in a nonpolar environment 

(eg: petroleum ether) using a non-ionic surfactant (eg poly-oxyethylene-nonyl phenol ether). 

 Even though the reaction rate is very high, no particle agglomeration occurs (if the stirring 

continues for several hours, flocculation phenomena may occur but the introduction into an ultrasonic 

bath allows the reduction to the original size). 

 Emulsions are dispersed systems consisting of two insoluble liquids one in the other, of which one 

is in a state of advanced dispersion. The dispersion of one liquid in the mass of another liquid can be 
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affected by mechanical mixing. A liquid-liquid dispersed system cannot be called an emulsion unless 

it has a certain solubility. When emulsifying, the mechanical work spent increases the surface energy 

of the system. The higher the stored energy, the more unstable the emulsion, tending to shrink the 

surface of the system by joining the droplets as they come into contact due to the Brownian motion. 

Simulation of magnetic nanoparticles and their influence on the properties of the material 

For the first part, several two-dimensional numerical models were made using the FEMM program. It 

was considered a magnetostatic regime. In order to model the material, a square-shaped sample (side = 

0.1μm) with particle inclusions (inclusion radius = 10 nm) was considered - figure 2. The sample was 

placed in a homogeneous field. In order to obtain this homogeneous field, the values of the magnetic 

vector potential on the borders were imposed. 

 

 
Figure 2. Problem geometry and mesh 

 

 The matrix is characterized by the relative magnetic permeability µm = 1. For the inclusions, the 

permeability µr = 1000 was considered. The presence of inclusions influences the lines of the magnetic 

field, and their concentration modifies the magnetic properties of the material. In general, the lower 

the concentration value, the higher the accuracy.  

 For the simulations two inclusion concentrations, 25% and 50%, were considered. The analysis 

focused on the calculation of the induction of the magnetic field of the material for 2 cases: in the first 

case the number of inclusions was varied while the concentration was maintained constant, in the 

second case the position of the inclusions in the sample was varied. 

 

 
Figure 3. Magnetic field induction lines and color map  
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Several points were considered. The magnetic induction values were calculated in each of these 

points. Of these values, in Table 1 are presented the values obtained in four points (close to the 

boundaries of the calculation domain) for the cases where the inclusions are centrally located. 

 

Table 1. Magnetic field induction values B[T] 

  1 particle  2 particles 5 particles 10 particles 

        P1 1.67 1.73 1.69 1.86 

        P2 2.4 2.33 2.33 2.02 

        P3 0.96 1.61 1.32 1.89 

        P4 1.6 1.73 1.69 1.89 

  

The differences between the induction values between the centrally placed and the randomly placed 

inclusions are about 9% if we have 2 particles and between 2% and 5% if there are 5 particles. The 

differences are larger when the particles are placed on the edges. These differences are explained by 

the fact that when the particles are dispersed the interaction between the particles is minimal. 

The 2D simulation was performed for a small number of particles. In the industrial field, 

nanopowders are successfully used for a lot of applications (electric machines, sensors, 

electromagnetic actuators, etc.), whether at low, medium or even high frequencies. The particles are in 

some cases covered with insulation, which should be perfect, which means that the turbulent currents 

should flow only inside the particles, with no other current paths. However, due to the pressing 

process, the insulating layer can be destroyed, which means that contacts can occur between the 

particles. These contacts influence losses through turbulent currents. For smaller samples of certain 

sizes, the losses through turbulent currents are due to the particles only, with no additional current 

paths. In contrast, if the sample sizes increase, macroscopic currents can no longer be neglected. This 

means that the losses through turbulent currents depend on the geometry of the samples – figure 4 

[47]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Classical losses Wclas dependency on the frequency f, for different contact lengths 

 

 It can be observed that for the small dimensions of the contact between the particles the 

differences between losses are almost indistinguishable. 
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Conclusions 

The solution synthesis offers several advantages: soft conditions, easier control of the particle size and 

composition, possibilities to modify the surface in order to obtain a stable dispersion in different solid 

or liquid mediums. 

 The particle size and their dispersion state determine the properties of nanometric powders, 

nanostructured materials and nanoparticles in solution. Following the analysis of the methods of 

synthesis of the nanometric magnetic particles, it was decided to perform laboratory syntheses through 

reactions in the liquid phase (reduction of the transition metal salts). For magnetic nanoparticles, 

which need to be incorporated into magneto-bioelectronic devices, chemical processing must control 

the composition, microstructure, phase purity and particle morphology as well as particle size control, 

thus reducing particle aggregation and size distribution. 
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